Student government 2016 applications open
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Each year, FIU students are given the opportunity to take part in Student Government Association elections, during which candidates campaign and debate, allowing the voters to learn more about them to possibly persuade them to vote.

When it comes to applying for specific positions, such as an Arts and Science Senator, one has to be admitted in the college, if not, one has to provide a letter from the Dean of that college.

FIU’s SGA provides students with different leadership opportunities, allowing them to take part in the decision-making processes that affect the FIU community. FIU’s Student Government is composed of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial Branch.

According to Alian Collazo, the Senate Speaker, SGA is the “most important form of representation for students within the University,” allowing them to shape the future of the institution that we are all a part of.

The elections are a way for student leaders to present their different ideas and viewpoints, all in hopes of making our University the best version it can be.

The 2016 SGA elections are open and will close on February 19, at 5 p.m. If you are interested in applying to run for President, Vice President, or various Senator positions, the application is posted on the Student Affairs website, under section “Get Involved.”

Luis Collajeyes, the SGA Election Commissioner, explained that in order to hold a position within SGA, undergraduates must be enrolled in a minimum of 9 credit hours, with a cumulative GPA of at least 2.5 and a 2.0 term. Graduate students must be enrolled in at least 3.0 credit hours, and have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 and 2.5 terms. All candidates must attend at least 50 percent of their classes at the campus they are applying for.

Luis added that “When it comes to applying for specific positions, such as an Arts and Science Senator, one has to be admitted in the college, if not, one has to provide a letter from the Dean of that college.”

In order to run for the positions of President and Vice President, one has to be at least a sophomore and hold a position in SGA for at least a year. Additionally, all candidates must not be under any academic or disciplinary sanctions during their time in office and/or while running for their position.

If students are interested in applying for an SGA position, they must print and complete the Qualification Form and submit it to the SGA Office by 5 p.m. on February 19.

Once the application is submitted, each candidate is required to attend a mandatory information session. There will be three information sessions, and each candidate is required to attend one.

The first information session is Feb. 16 at 5 p.m. in GC 150. The second session is Feb. 24 at 11 a.m. at GC 316.

The final session is March 3 at 12:30 p.m. in GC 314. Voting will take place on April 5 and April 6, starting at 9 a.m. and ending at 7 p.m., and the winners will be announced April 7 in GC.

Influential civil rights leader inspires students
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“When does the black national anthem? Sing the black national anthem,” Marc Lamont Hill said during his speech at the “I am Black History” event on February 2. Hill is an affluent journalist, civil rights leader and professor at Morehouse College heavily recognized within the African American community.

The Black Student Union is presenting “I am Black History,” a series of events including guests speakers, shows and activities to commemorate Black History. Throughout the month of February, BSU, the Coalition of Black Organizational Leaders and the National Panthelemonic Council will be hosting many of these events on MMC.

Hill’s appearance to MMC was one of the highlights of the “I am Black History” series, as his speech represented the “I am Social Change” segment. In this segment, Hill addresses issues of racial inequality, police brutality, and “getting America to listen to itself.”

“We like to reduce Martin Luther King to that dream he had,” Hill said.

Martin Luther King Jr.’s speech presented in front of the Lincoln memorial wasn’t about dreams but about broken promises, promises that have been treating the students if they had any questions and requested that most of his answers be off the record to ensure genuine answers. Student Media was offered the opportunity to ask him about his balance of journalism, activism, being a professor, as well as fatherhood and how he stays true to himself.

“I love. I think that without hesitation the thing that holds my life together is a deep love for us, a deep love for me, a deep love for my family and this idea of freedom,” Hill said.

Hill offered many students insight on aspiring journalism careers, books that inspired his career, the balance between his lifestyle and career and his experience in Palestine as a Dream Defender.

It just shows how powerful and how influential he is; everybody wants to come and hear him speak. He’s a really powerful and dynamic speaker, very opinionated, and has a lot of interesting things to say despite your views on what he says it’s really just intriguing,

Esi Fynn-Oteng
Senior Communication Arts, Organizational Studies and Sociology

Fynn-Oteng was attending the Meet n’ Greet on behalf of the African Student Organization.

After the Meet n’ Greet COBOL was escorted to the GC Ballrooms, where students filled the room. “It just shows how powerful and how influential he is; everybody wants to come and hear him speak. He’s a really powerful and dynamic speaker, very opinionated, and has a lot of interesting things to say despite your views on what he says it’s really just intriguing,” said Fynn-Oteng.

After Hill spoke, he left crowd inspired to promote change as many students lined up to take photos and slip in last minute questions that he had not addressed or could not answer due to the time limitation.

Hill left the students of FIU with a positive note of encouragement to no longer remain silent. “Seriously family, who we going to be? Do we purely want to be known for how we stroll, how we toot our horn? Do we purely want to be known for how we got into the organization and not for what we did when we got into the organization? What’s the point of being good if you good for nothing?”
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NC fines Duke Energy $6.6 million for river spill

North Carolina’s environmental agency has fined Duke Energy $6.6 million for its February 2014 spill of coal ash into the Dan River. The fine accounts only for violations Duke pleaded guilty to in federal court last May. The Department of Environmental Quality said, “The state is holding Duke Energy accountable so that it and others understand there are consequences to breaking the law.” Donald van der Vaart, environment secretary of the agency, said in a statement Thursday. The fine, which Duke may appeal within 30 days, follows a $102 million settlement in May of federal criminal charges over Duke’s ash handling. Half the fines in the federal case stemmed from the Dan River spill, in which Duke ignored earlier warnings about a 48-inch stormwater pipe that failed under a 27-acre coal ash pond. Federal prosecutors said Duke executives twice refused to spend $20,000 on internal pipe inspections three years before the spill. The state, which announced Tuesday echoed those findings.

Duke’s own consultants noted as far back as 1986 that the pipe that later failed was partly made of corrugated metal, a material that deteriorates with age. After the spill, Duke said it was surprised to learn the pipe wasn’t made entirely of concrete, a stronger material. Duke upheld its ash management and is now closing ash basins across North Carolina under legislation that the spill prompted.

US hasn’t had a bilingual president since FDR

The United States has not elected a president fluent in a language other than English in 72 years.

And in a field of 11 remaining presidential candidates, only two could change that: Jeb Bush and Marco Rubio.

The last president who spoke a foreign language fluently was Franklin D. Roosevelt, elected to his fourth term in 1944, who was taught French and German as a child.

Presidential candidates John Kerry in 2004 and Mitt Romney in 2012 found that speaking fluent French was turned against them by opponents who painted them as elitist and even worse, European-style politicians.

Romney, who spent two years as a Mormon missionary in France, began a video for the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City by introducing himself in one of the official languages of the international games: “Bonjour, je m’appelle Mitt Romney.”

Now, the United States could have the chance to elect a bilingual president. Rubio, whose parents emigrated from Cuba, grew up speaking Spanish and English in Miami. Bush learned Spanish after meeting his Mexican-born brother.

While speaking Spanish may no longer be necessary to reach out to them the way candidates did for their parents’ generation, fluency does show an understanding and acceptance of their culture.

New visual thinking strategies in healthcare training
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“For you can look at the same piece of art a thousand times and always find something new in it,” said Hope Torrington at a recent presentation about the University of Miami’s Visual Thinking Strategies program. The Fine Art of Healthcare: VTS is the method of using visual art to complement professional career training by allowing participants to openly discuss their different interpretations on artistic pieces.

The presentation, held at Academic Health Center 4, introduced FIU students to the kind of thinking Torrington’s program encourages.

Attendees were asked to interpret a painting and to provide evidence for their explanations using only the elements of the artwork. The exercise showed how every individual had their own interpretation about the painting based on experiences from their own life. VTS trainers call this healthy: amicable discourse.

VTS has already been implemented in programs in other highly reputable universities such as Harvard University and the University of Miami. FIU might be next to use VTS to supplement training for careers in healthcare and other fields.

“Medical school and a museum, let’s bring them together,” said Machado.

Students taking their innovative ideas to market

ANDREW WYRICH

The Record

New business school students with small businesses, to an innovative ideas to market program encourages. The Record

The school ending, many college students are starting to search for jobs. Some North Jersey students, however, are looking beyond getting a job and are trying to start their own businesses instead.

From an app that connects college students with small businesses, to an improved design for traditional power strips, local college-age entrepreneurs have taken their ideas and turned them into growing businesses.

Fair Lawn, N.J., residents at the State University of New York at Binghamton, Shachar Avraham, 19, and Scott Wisotsky, 21, launched an app called Campus Pursuit this January.

“We like to think of ourselves as a pioneer of treasure-hunt marketing,” Wisotsky said. “It’s a form of advertising that reaches something traditional advertising really hasn’t college-aged students.”

Avraham and Wisotsky say the app has been popular at Binghamton, as more than 1,000 of the campus’s 15,000 students have downloaded Campus Pursuit. Small businesses have given away more than $4,000 in prizes.

A business, Campus Pursuit said it offers analytics on who is engaged with their affiliated small businesses, including how many people use the gift cards they find, how many people use the app, as well as other data.

“We have a product that really works,” Avraham said. “Every week we are getting new small businesses in our area.”

“Right now, we work with small businesses, but we think in the future this has potential to work with larger corporations looking to advertise to college-aged students,” Wisotsky said.

McNeil is the team leader for five students who have created Modularity Inc., a company trying to create a power strip that has flexibility for different-size chargers and other devices needing power.

“We sat down as a team and asked, ‘What problems do we as college students have?’” McNeil said. “We decided that with all of the different technology we have, that a power strip would be a good idea.”

The idea for the Modu-Strip started as a concept in McNeil’s entrepreneurial management course at Stevens. Now McNiel and his colleagues are trying to raise money for the Modu-Strip on the crowdfunding website Kickstarter.

Modularity has a working prototype of the Modu-Strip and has drummed up $5,833 of the $10,000 goal needed to finance the project on Kickstarter, an amount it must raise by May 26.

If successful, McNeil said Modularity will use the $10,000 to design a prototype that would more closely resemble the product it hopes to put on the market. McNeil said his team is focusing on attaining the Kickstarter goal before thinking of ways to introduce the Modu-Strip to market.

McNeil said that if Modularity achieves the $10,000 goal, Stevens will offer the team free housing over the summer and give them access to legal support to help build the company.

“Between all of our 18-credit course loads and different responsibilities, this has been a little difficult,” McNeil said. “But we have been given an amazing opportunity, and we hope we can take advantage of that.”
Daughter releases new album ‘Not to Disappear’
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Jan. 15, English indie trio, Daughter, released “Not to Disappear” a follow up to their 2013 debut LP “If You Leave” via Glassnote Entertainment Group. Previously described as a moody folk project, Daughter intricately experiments with lush dream pop elements and subtle electronics with this well produced record.

Each layer within every track is meticulously placed, creating a density that transcends an audial experience and does not overwhelm. Steady drum patterns, reverb heavy guitar and delicate bells work in tandem with each other. Reminiscent of Florence + The Machine, Hundred Waters and the xx, Daughter carefully executes a more melancholic and passive aggressive sound with “Not to Disappear.”

Vocalist, Elena Tonra, plays her strengths with this record. The vulnerability of her lyricism is raw, honest and relatable, and is evident throughout the entire album. Her soft and hushed vocals are a true complement to the emotional weight that is carried in every song.

In the opening track, “New Ways,” phrases like “There’s something in you/I can’t be without/I just need it here” express the difficulties of “trying to find a way out” of a relationship you still rely on. “How long must I wait for you to become what I need?” “How” further sheds light on the importance of being with someone, where you can give of being alone/Cause you are never there and “I hate dreaming of being with you/I hate feeling alone” are words that make you wonder if solitude is better than being with someone who makes you feel like you are alone. Probably so.

Heartache is more often than not a theme used as the platform for songwriters. It may be overdone, but with good reason in Daughter’s case. Accept the pain that comes with love, but what matters most is to retain a sense of self, and not to disappear. Heartache is more often than not a theme used as the platform for songwriters. It may be overdone, but with good reason in Daughter’s case. Accept the pain that comes with love, but what matters most is to retain a sense of self, and not to disappear.

Heartache is more often than not a theme used as the platform for songwriters. It may be overdone, but with good reason in Daughter’s case. Accept the pain that comes with love, but what matters most is to retain a sense of self, and not to disappear.
The Coen Brothers - Ethan and Joel Coen - have a knack of directing, writing and producing movies. Establishing a genre and thinking outside of it to create truly bizarre humor. This talent shines brightest in films like “The Big Lebowski,” “Burn After Reading.” Their 2016 “Hail Caesar!” is no different.


Mannix manages several behind-the-scenes dramas following a subsequent kidnapping of the main actor of the film in production.

Rooney Whitlock (Clooney) is kidnapped by Communist filmmakers who not only hold him for ransom but comically try to teach him their ideals.

Meanwhile, Mannix has to deal with studio drama: Hobie Doyle (Alden Ehrenreich, “Beautiful Creatures”) struggles with transitioning from acting in a Western film to a drama, DeeAnna Moran (Johansson) has to find a way to keep her scandalous pregnancy under the radar and gossip columnist Thora Thacker (Swinton) is threatening to write a degrading exposé on Whitlock and his disappearance. All this while he is deciding whether or not to take a job in television.

There’s no beating around the bush here, this movie is certainly one of the most bizarre and dragged out cinematic experiences. Despite being over an hour long, it feels like an eternity when the credits finally roll. It really is, a long journey. The many story arcs gave the film more weight and content to digest in 105 minutes than necessary. The story doesn’t follow the kidnapping, which is the only interesting arc of the movie.

That said, it’s parodying the Golden Age of Hollywood and commentary of the time period sets the film up for so many highlights. It’s odd in its instances but recovers quickly with its ironic take on such a complicated time for social discussions. It also pays tasteful homage to some of the most famous film genres that came from the Golden Age, like the Westerns, water dance sequence and Gene Kelly’s dance interfaces (which Tatum nails perfectly). All in all, it’s a brilliantly weird movie that jumps far and sticks the landing.

It’s out in theaters and is already gearing for a glittering reception. The Coen Brothers did a spectacular job and obviously by its glowing cast, it’s a film worth Hollywood’s spotlight. Head to a local theater and get a taste at what Hollywood was really like back in its hay day.

LifeStyle points is a weekly column by Joseph Cardenas, for suggestions and comments email life@fiu.edu

Netflix and Chill: Movies to watch on Valentine’s Day

“50 First Dates”
Adam Sandler takes a subtle comedic approach to love in this movie. Sandler plays Henry, a playboy who falls over heels for Lucy, played by Drew Barrymore. The problem, however, is that Lucy has amnesia, and relives the same 24 hours each day.

The acting isn’t great, and although interesting, the storyline isn’t as well written as it could be. What makes this movie one to watch this Valentine’s Day is the cozy vibe from Barrymore and Sandler. It’s believable that the two are in a happily dity relationship.

The story isn’t actually meant to be taken seriously. It’s the perfect kind of lovey, not-quite-there movie that’s made for new couples or those who don’t take themselves seriously.

“Silver Linings Playbook”
Bradley Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence star in this critically acclaimed, award-winning off centered romantic drama.

The movie focuses on Patrizio “Pat” Solitano, Jr. (Cooper), in his quest to reclaim his life and wife after being released from a psychiatric hospital. It’s painful to watch as Pat suffers breakdowns and adjusts to his new life.

Love is in the air, and Netflix has cornered the market in new age romance. As you and babe prepare to “Netflix and Chill,” put these romantic films in your queues for the weekend.

“This Professional”
This movie isn’t a romance film, but that’s precisely why it’s on the list. Not all great loves are romantic -- platonic love is needed and expected in life.

There are probably greater examples of platonic love than this, but “The Professional” has the most endearing. It’s a tale of a hitman who takes in and cares for an orphaned 12-year-old girl. In the age of Kyga relationships, a film that features a purely platonic adult-child relationship is good to explore.

The film is also well put together, and though violent, it’s one that has enough action to entertain. Watch this film if you’re interested in an off-the-beaten-path love story.

“Honeymoon”
The list wouldn’t be complete without an anti-Valentine’s film, and “Honeymoon” is probably the most anti of them all.

A newlywed couple takes their honeymoon in a remote cabin and the wedded bliss wears off fairly quickly. Bride Bea, played by Rose Leslie, begins to frighten husband Paul, who is portrayed by Harry Treadaway, when she acts strangely on their honeymoon.

The film is twisted and intense, but sets the mood for intense cuddling.

TV Talk is a weekly column providing recommendations of television shows available through various on-demand programming options. To provide show suggestions for Cayla, or offer commentary, email cayla.bush@fiu.edu.

Friday: Valentine’s Day Event
7 p.m. @ Unity on the Bay – Courtyard

Saturday: Live at The Yard ft. Alejandro Elizondo: Motown Edition
7 p.m. @ 70 NW 29th St.

Sunday: Valentine’s Day Brunch
11 a.m. @ Soulfully Good Restaurant & Lounge
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Panthers suffer fourth straight loss
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Finally, a hope for the University’s men’s basketball team to climb out from under their three-game losing streak glimmered in the distance on Saturday night.

FIU played a competitive first half against the Blue Raiders – one of Conference USA’s hottest teams – and even secured a nine-point lead with seven minutes left.

But even though that was not enough help for a Panthers’ team that cannot help themselves.

Instead, the Panthers fell to 11-13 on the season (5-6 in C-USA) as they dropped a 67-66 decision on the road to Middle Tennessee State University.

FIU’s possession problems doomed them again as they coughed up 14 turnovers, leading to an extra 16 Blue Raider points.

FIU entered the second game of their road trip already on a three-game losing skid. Their latest loss was a narrow 74-69 defeat at the hands of the University of Alabama at Birmingham (another C-USA heavyweight).

In fact, every loss in their losing streak had been by a margin of five points or fewer. In other words, late-game execution was a familiar issue that the Panthers had hoped to correct Saturday night.

Another slow start for FIU put them in at an early 16-9 disadvantage. Middle Tennessee used the three-point arc to their favor in the first half, shooting 7-15 from distance.

Three of those triples came from MTSU’s Giddy Potts, who made all three in the game’s first four minutes.

FIU head coach Donie McGill broke his personal scoring slump in the first half; the former junior college player scored 10 points in the first 20 minutes.

With another seven points from senior forward Davion Draper, FIU fought back to tie the game with just seconds left in the first half.

MTSU got to the line before halftime buzzer rang, however, and went into the intermission with a 33-30 lead.

The Panthers came out with energy in the second half, holding off MTSU’s offense with authority.

With 7:39 left in the game, the Panthers had a 54-45 lead. Draper carried FIU through the second stanza, scoring 8 of his game-high 25 points in the final 20 minutes.

Draper’s effort wouldn’t be enough to keep FIU aloft, however, when MTSU came surging back.

Potts led an 8-2 run by the Blue Raiders, which Draper answered with five points of his own.

The Blue Raiders then put together an 8-1 scoring run to put them up 66-66 with two minutes remaining.

FIU had a chance to win in as Draper tied the game up 66-66 with eight seconds remaining.

Potts made one of his two free throws and FIU missed its 15-foot potential buzzer-beater.

With Saturday’s contest, the Panthers have committed a total of 31 turnovers over their last two games.

Although they corrected some of their second chance opportunities on Saturday, turnovers and late-game play continue to haunt the Panthers throughout their losing streak.

The Panthers face the University of Texas at El Paso Thursday, Feb. 11, and follow that up against the University of Texas at San Antonio Saturday, Feb. 13, in a two-game homestand.
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Softball team prepares to have a bounce-back season
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With the new season just around the corner, the FIU softball team looks to turn it around after missing the conference tournament last season.

Gator Rebhan will be entering his second season as the head coach of the Panthers.

The team will kick off their season with a 3-11 ERA. Sophomore right-handed pitcher Rachel Dwyer had the second lowest ERA with 4.09, and had the second most appearances with 21.

Dwyer looks to keep a key part in the rotation.

Although some new rookies on the team might be shining, the Panthers are bringing back some phenomenal talent.

Seventeen Panthers are returning for the 2016 season, and on this list is the highly favored infielder Stephanie Texeira.

Texeira was the 2014 C-USA Freshman of the Year, a member of the 2014 C-USA All-Freshman Team, two-time member of the C-USA Second-Team in 2014 and 2015 and two-time two-time C-USA Hitter of the Week in 2014.

Recently, Texeira was named to the C-USA All Preseason Team.

Entering her third season with FIU, Texeira finished her 2015 campaign with some record breaking numbers, which include a .444 batting average and eight home runs.

She also led C-USA in on base percentage with .533 and finished ranked third in RBI with 51.

She looks to lead the Panthers yet again this season, but hopefully this time with a bid to the C-USA Softball Tournament.

The first pitch of the season takes place during the JuiceBlends FIU Softball Invitational Saturday at 7 p.m.
Heat's seven-foot situation

The Miami Heat center that exploded onto the scene last season had a roller-coaster month of January. Hassan Whiteside, 25, has been a defensive force for the Heat since being acquired from the Charlotte Hornets in the summer. He currently leads the league in blocked shots per game, averaging 2.5.

Due to the success of the team without Hassan, it was no surprise that the critics would arise. Whiteside was one of the first to point out what a lot were wondering, the statistical proof that Whiteside may be doing more harm than good for this Miami Heat squad.

Using advanced stats, Whiteside’s shot blocking ability and rebounding is proven to be as effective as the team’s overall efficiency as one may have thought previously.

The article, titled “Miami Heat is better without Hassan Whiteside on the Court,” points out that the team has a better winning percentage with Whiteside on the bench. 96.5, than when Hassan plays, a 102.0 defensive rating. (The lower the number, the better.)

Whitehead’s response to the article came a day after, only feeding the critics who say the seven-foot center is overrated and does not fit the plans of the future for the Heat. This has never been an organization that deals well with immature players. Whether it’s Hassan’s antics, however entertaining they may be, are not entertaining they may be, are not

Whiteside’s and his teammates. The Heat’s young core now has some character issues, one thing is for sure, this romance between a championship team and its players. For Whiteside, this is about experience and maturation.

It is no question that Pat Riley and the Miami Heat believe the 26-year old has some character issues, but those can always be overlooked when a player produces on the court. Yes, he does it with blocks, and the Heat will let us forget it, but that is history. The organization that has been trusting advanced analytics for years now, some of these numbers may be difficult to overlook when deciding whether or not to re-sign the big man in the offseason.

It is also worth mentioning this has never been an organization that deals well with immature players. The Miami Heat pride themselves on being a first class, professional, organization and Whiteside’s antics, however entertaining they may be, are not deeply admired by this team’s front office.

In other words, a PCR headache from a player who loses for Snapchat stories and uses his 140-character limit very liberally. It’s strange to think that a seven-footer leads the league in blocks, is in the top 10 in the league amongst rebounders and impossibly was a defensive player of the month amid all these accolades, does not fit the plans of the future for this team and Pat Riley’s vision, but this very well may be the case.

The league is changing, with the likes of the Warriors and Rockets who play up-tempo style basketball and shoot a majority of three-pointers, the month all amid these accolades, the seven-footer just isn’t as valuable as it once was in this league.

How did Whiteside respond to his critics in his first game back for the Heat? 10 points, 5-for-5 shooting, nine rebounds, five blocks and an assist in only 17 minutes coming off the bench, willing him to victory over Dallas.

Whitehead’s minutes may be the answer for this team, but one thing is for sure, this romance between a championship team and its players. Thaddeus Young was added to the roster at the beginning of the season. That was a mistake. He was only averaged 2.5 points and 1.5 rebounds in his first 10 games.

For every one-in-a-while, I see splashes of greatness: Danny Dupoico, Gianna Zayas. Again, these splashes are nothing more than splashes, here for a limited time, but the team has got to get as much out of them as you can while they’re around.

All things considered, .500 can be more than you can ask of quite a few college rotations around the country, so fans should be glad to be watching by the week, a new head coach and a new pitching staff – a rarity at the college level.

As everyone paying attention should already know, and as sources have informed those of you reading, the Panthers’ 3, 4, 5, and 6-batters that lead the Panthers to its first C-USA Championship, are gone. Well, Head Coach Turtle Thomas has picked up a couple of junior college transfers to fill those spots, so hopefully, that’s not a huge concern (disclaimer: I’m concerned).

Thomas has also added a couple of new arms to the pitching staff, which looks to see if they can bolster an already solid staff, as well as an entire team posted a 4.98 ERA last season, not too shaky on the college level.

With so many new faces, fans are trying to grasp some of the new players. The off-season looks to see if they can bolster an already solid staff, as well as an entire team posted a 4.98 ERA last season, not too shaky on the college level.
Sex Fair provides health education at BBC
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FIU’s Student Health Services has once again partnered with clubs and organizations like the Women’s Center and LGBTQ+ to organize and host the sixth annual Sex Fair at Biscayne Bay Campus.

“The fair is a fun place where students can learn about STDs and have fun,” said Isabel Capellan, a senior health educator at the Student Health Services. She received her undergraduate degree from FIU and has a masters degree in Public Health.

Florida is the state with the highest number of Human Immunodeficiency Virus cases in the United States. According to a study conducted by the Center for the Disease Control in 2013, Miami was ranked as the first city with the highest rate of HIV.

HIV occurrences in Jacksonville and Orlando placed 10th and 11th and the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater area as the 18th.

“The department wanted to spread awareness about HIV and other STDs so on 2010 they started doing the Sex Fair and it has grown since then,” said Capellan.

The Sex Fair will have games and mini-talks that seek to instruct students and faculty about the risks of STDs and how to prevent them. “We will have games like Sex Jeopardy, a kissing booth, Risky Business etc.,” said Capellan.

Risky Business is a game that aims to instruct students the danger of mixing sex and alcohol. The game will detail how different levels of sobriety affect your decision making and how that may lead to unwanted sexual encounters.

Community members from outside FIU like Union Positiva, will also take part in the upcoming fair, offering free HIV tests for students and faculty members.

Diego Barrios, 22, attends the fair every year. “It’s fun, and the free condoms [are a] huge perk. I try to get as many as I can,” said Barrios.

Chlamydia is the most widely spread STD at FIU, Capella said. This figure cannot be attested due to the fact that the University Health Services Department does not collect data from STDs to protect the confidentiality of students.

“We all know that we have to protect ourselves from STDs, but it is impressive still, how many get infected” said Barrios.

The Sex Fair is open to all students from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and features games, giveaways and free food.

For more information contact the Student Health Services at 305-919-5307.

JOIN OUR STAFF!
Stop by one of our offices located in GC 210 and WUC 124 or apply at fiusm.com.